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Ghost is considered to be another existence of human after death in anceint China. 
The belief of ghost is not only one of the fundamental faiths among folks, also lies an 
important stand in their ideologiacal world. In this way, ghost is a universal belief in 
anywhere in China. Thus, ghost on the one hand remains a perpetual topic in Chinese 
history, on the other becomes a constant academic focus. In review of the reseach on 
ghost in Tang dynasty, most work are concerned  on the belief, human-ghost romance, 
ghost’s laws, view about the hell, while few pays attention to ghost in ordinary 
people’s mind.  
According to the documentations “Taipingguangji” and many other comtemparate 
novels in Tang China, this thesis mainly talks about various types of ghosts in people’s 
minds, the human-ghost relationship in the stories, and people’s imaginative world 
after their death. With those contents above, the thesis tries to unfold and demonstrate 
the secularity of ghost in the Tang dynasty which in turn could help us to redicover 
people’s real life and their spiritual world. 
The thesis can be seperated into five parts: Part One works as a preface introduces 
the resaon of choosing the issue, definiton of some concepts, academic reviews, and a 
little touch of ghost belief in pre-Tang dynasties. Part Two focuses on the ghost in 
earthly world that recorded in novels. It classifies them into several categories, and 
analyzed the origins of those ghost in aim to understand ghost in people of Tang 
dynasty.Part Three reorients the research onto human-ghost relationship, that is the 
analysis of their interaction which could summarized into: conflict, mutual help, 
co-existence. Part Four mainly talks ghosts in the hell, several categories of travels in  
there, and unfold the people’s understanding of the world after death. Part Five 
concludes the whole thesis. 
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